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Executive Summary
It will be no surprise that when COVID-19 first became ‘big news’ in the UK, we turned
to the shops. Necessities like toilet paper, hand wash and pasta became scarce as people
feared for the worst, and those working in supermarkets were celebrated as key workers.
Queuing became commonplace and online shopping boomed - with Mintel forecasting a 33% increase in the online
grocery market in 2020. But it wasn’t just the stores that saw a change – in such a digital world it should come as no
surprise that social media played a role for supermarkets since March, with brand conversation more than doubling.
Having carried out intensive investigation into the social media of eleven major supermarket brands in the UK (Aldi,
Asda, Co-op, Farmfoods, Iceland, Lidl, M&S, Morrisons, Sainsburys, Tesco and Waitrose), we’ve identified four
major trends.

TREND ONE | Page 4

Negativity dominated as conversation doubled.
There was a 100% increase in conversations about
supermarkets on social media in March, as people discussed
finding products, booking delivery slots vand more. With
delivery slots hard to come by, conversation on social media
became negative, with a 156% increase in negative comments.

TREND TWO | Page 7

Boom in followers during the peak of lockdown.
As people began to seek instant information from
supermarkets, including on opening times and delivery slots,
they turned to social media. As such, from March supermarkets
began to see an increase in followers - with over 290,000 new
followers in March alone.

TREND THREE | Page 10

Posting narratives changed over the months.
There have been three key waves of narrative from
supermarkets on social over the past six months: a push
on news and information, a focus on (celebrating the NHS
and supporting our key workers) and finally a drive to share
recipes and cooking ideas as people became used to the
‘new normal’.

TREND FOUR | Page 13

Charity work and deals were the focus of ads.
While food deals were a focus for ads, there was also a strong
push in social media adverts celebrating corporate social
responsibility (CSR) including charity tie-ups.
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How often do you chat about
your local supermarkets on
social media?
In general, probably not a lot, right? Our research into the top eleven
supermarket brands found that pre-COVID they received a combined average
of 88,469 brand mentions per month (that is, someone mentioning one of the
brands by name).
This saw a huge jump in March, in the
lead-up to UK lockdown, when
supermarkets began to see panic buyers
swooping up toilet roll, hand wash
and hand sanitiser. In fact, March saw
176,951 mentions of supermarkets - a
100% increase.
The conversation mainly fell into two
categories: in-store experience and
online ordering. Those who were visiting
shops discussed queues, the reduced
number of customers allowed in at
a time, empty shelves, and whether
people should be wearing masks.
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Those shopping online focused on
trying to get a delivery slot, querying
the whereabouts of deliveries and
gripes about ‘swapped out’ items.
Both groups discussed the lack of
availability of certain products and
buying restrictions - such as only two
packs of hand wash per shopper.

the end of February, the supermarket
launched a range of plasters in different
skin colours to better reflect diversity
across the UK. This move drew praise (as
well as some anger it had taken so long)
and helped to drive a large number
of brand mentions in the first week of
March before the conversation turned to
COVID.

Almost half (48%) of all brand mentions
were negative in March, while 18% of
mentions were positive in nature, with
the remainder classed as neutral. This
compares to February - where 24.5%
of the conversation was positive and
only 29.5% was negative. As expected,
the negativity was driven by a lack of
products and long wait times.

Farmfoods was at the bottom of the
table, driving an average of only 2,078
mentions a month - this may correlate
to the fact that the shop does not have
any social media presences. Many of
the comments analysed included direct
mentions to brands in the hope for a
response on an issue, and Farmfoods’
lack of social nullified this.

Tesco was the most discussed
supermarket brand on social media,
receiving an average of 229k mentions
a month - with a spike of 510k mentions
in March. However, not all of the March
mentions were related to COVID: at
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While Farmfoods was not active on social
media, other supermarket brands saw their
social media platforms grow over the past
seven months, as many people turned to
social media to find out the latest news.
Follower numbers grew the most on
Twitter and Facebook in March - with
channel growth 211% and 147% above
average, respectively. This correlates
to people wanting to hear the latest
announcements and to communicate
directly with the brands: these channels
are seen as the most ‘news focused’,
as well as offering fast and simple ways
to get in touch with customer service
representatives to get answers quickly or to see if another person has already
asked the question.
Despite these channels gaining the most
followers in March, it was Instagram
that had the highest average monthly
growth across the seven month period
analysed - driving an average of 7,319
new followers a month, compared to
Facebook’s 6,504 and Twitter’s 3,360.
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While March to April was a boom for
most channels, with new followers
anxious to keep in touch, as people
became used to ‘the new normal’ the
need to follow on social media fell. In
fact, in June five of the brands analysed
saw their Twitter followers fall: led by
Asda who dropped 1,727 followers in
that month alone. Across the board,
however, the majority of those who
followed a supermarket brand during
lockdown have so far remained loyal (on
social at least).
Of all the supermarkets we checked
out, Aldi enjoyed the largest growth
on Facebook (68k new followers) and
Instagram (84k new followers), while
Tesco had the biggest growth on Twitter
(38k new followers).
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Not surprisingly, most industries, keen to
adapt to a rapidly changing landscape,
changed their social media posting habits
due to COVID - and supermarkets were no
different.
While the frequency of social media
posting remained roughly steady, the
content itself changed - with brands
ditching posts about deals and offers to
focus on store changes and updates.
There were three key waves of topics
that formed the basis for communication
across all social media channels:

1:

The communication of essential
information. This included supermarkets
making people aware of delivery slots,
that queuing would take place, and
about reduced opening hours.

2:

From April conversation turned to
celebration of the NHS and key workers,
as well as ways to help food banks and
charities.

3:

As people began to get used to the
‘new normal’, posts began to focus on
new recipes and meal ideas for people
to try, as well as promoting summer
staycation items such as BBQs. Short
videos, as well as the use of Instagram
and Facebook Stories, helped to bring
these posts to life.
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As part of our research, we calculated
the number of engagements each post
had on social media - with ‘engagement’
being defined as the number of times
a post was liked, commented on, or
shared.
It was in wave one that we saw people
engaging with supermarkets the
most on social - with over 2.5m likes,
comments and shares on social posts in
March alone.
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Asda drove the highest average number
of engagements on Facebook, while
M&S was top for Instagram and Tesco
had the most engagement on Twitter.
Changes didn’t just take place on the
social posts themselves: Co-op, Asda,
Iceland and Aldi all changed the header
banners on their social media pages
to reflect the current climate. Co-op
and Asda celebrated key workers,
Iceland reminded people about social
distancing in store and Aldi celebrated
staycations.
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10 of the 11 supermarket brands
we reviewed ran paid advertising
on social in the last 7 months.
Facebook and Instagram were the advertising platforms of choice, with Tesco,
Asda and M&S all taking advantage of Instagram and Facebook Stories ads as well
as on the main feeds. Only half of the brands ran advertising on Twitter.
The five key advertising themes were:
• Celebrating key workers - from NHS
to supermarket staff
• Promoting online shopping, click
and collect and the ability to be a
‘volunteer’ shopper for those who
need help
• Direct product promotions - a theme
which grew more popular from June
onwards
• Recipe and meal tips
• Promoting corporate social
responsibility (CSR): such as a Lidl ad
showcasing the brand’s work with the
Overall, Aldi had the most prolific use of social media advertising, mainly to
promote their Aldi ‘special buys’. It also seemed to be the only brand running
retargeting ads in the time analysed: reminding those who had visited their
website that they had uncompleted orders in their online basket and offering free
delivery for purchases over £30.
One interesting use of ads was from M&S. This brand mainly used social media ads
to promote clothing and homeware, and this was particularly relevant on 23 June.
This day - which was when Boris Johnson made the announcement that pubs and
other venues would be able to open from 4 July - saw M&S launch 36 adverts for
lingerie (six adverts, each with six different variants - including ads for stockings
and cleavage boosters). While this could potentially be a coincidence, we think
there could be a correlation with the Government’s announcement…
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M&S launched a Facebook ad
campaign promoting lingerie
the day Boris Johnson made
an announcement about pubs
opening soon in England.
Coincidence or clever
marketing?
Over 2.5m likes, comments
and shares on supermarket
social in March alone
48% of all brand mentions in
March were negative...
a 156% increase
month-on-month of
negative comments
Farmfoods has no social
media presence
Aldi led the way in new
followers (up over 152k on
Facebook and Instagram)
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Supermarkets saw their
Instagram followers grow by
a whopping 7,319 a month
Facebook posts clocked
up an average of 3,289
engagements
Mentions of supermarkets
doubled from February to
March
Four brands changed their
banner images to match the
current climate
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Be clear about opening
hours, availability and any
purchase restrictions - poor
communication on social,
particularly at a time when
Community management is
consumers are seeking
key. Make sure your social
reassurance that their needs
can be met, led to negativity. media customer service team
While constant changes may knows what is going on, and
make things fluid, try to keep try to respond to customer
queries where possible. This
customers updated across
will help reduce negativity in
Twitter and Facebook.
social conversation.
If opening hours have
changed, or there are limits
to products which can be
bought (e.g. only two bags
of flour per customer)
consider pinning a post to
the top of your page with
this information. If things
differ branch to branch, link
to a webpage with localised
details.
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Plan for the coming ‘waves’
of content. During the
first lockdown, we didn’t
know what would happen
next. Now, we have more
knowledge, it’s possible to
create a plan based on the
trends we saw last time.
For example, we know that
there will be a rise in at
home baking and home gym
equipment - especially due to
winter weather.
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This report is based on analysis of 11 supermarkets (Aldi,
Asda, Co-op, Farmfoods, Iceland, Lidl, M&S, Morrisons,
Sainsburys, Tesco and Waitrose), from 1 January until 31 July
2020. This includes using a variety of social media tools, as
well as a trademarked Hydrogenetics formula, to calculate
follower numbers, posts, engagement, brand mentions and
sentiment over the period analysed across Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram.
Ads run in May and June were tracked and analysed using
Twitter and Facebook’s ad transparency tools.
Hydrogen’s trademarked Hydrogenetics formula analyses
over 40 different elements that build up an overall picture of
a brand’s social media presence compared to competitors.
These elements are associated with four different pillars
(platform, output, engagements and conversation), to receive
an overall score out of 100. By measuring multiple factors for
each of the four pillars, this provides a true picture of how a
brand is performing in the social sphere.
To discover more about Hydrogenetics visit:
www.hydrogenetics.com/
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Hydrogen is an award-winning social media
agency, with offices in Glasgow and London.
It counts SSE, Highland Park whisky, the
Economist and Macdonald Hotels among its
client list.
To discover more about Hydrogen visit:
www.wearehydrogen.com
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